Optical Characterization of a Nanoscale Incommensurate Pitch in a New Liquid-Crystal Phase
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As a remarkable orientationally ordered soft-condensed matter system, the smectic-Cα phase exhibits an incommensurate nanoscale helical pitch of more than four smectic layers. Recent theoretical advances predict the existence of a new phase showing a helical pitch of less than four smectic layers (<16 nm). By applying a novel optical technique to the study of freestanding films with increments in thickness of one smectic layer, we have measured the size of this pitch using 633 nm HeNe laser light. Our results confirm the existence of the newly predicted phase in one unique compound.
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Liquid crystals provide scientists with many novel phases in which to study molecular interactions, structures, and physical properties in soft-condensed-matter systems. One liquid-crystal phase, the chiral smectic-Cα (Sm-Cα), a Sm-C* variant phase [1], has been shown to exhibit an incommensurate nanoscale helical pitch (INHP). Like all Sm-C* variants, Sm-Cα* is a lamellar phase formed by rodlike molecules in which the molecular positions are liquidlike within the layers (1-layer ≈ 4 nm). The molecules within each layer are oriented with their long axes along a common direction represented by a tilt (θ) relative to the layer normal and an azimuthal angle (ψ). Aside from a μm-scale modulation due to chiral interactions between neighboring layers, most Sm-C* variant phases are found to exhibit a commensurate repeat unit in ψ corresponding to an integer number of layers (≤ 4). Chirality also allows polarizations to form within the layers, causing many phases to exhibit ferroelectric (F) and antiferroelectric (AF) behaviors. In contrast, the INHP found in the Sm-Cα phase has been measured to be as small as five molecular layers [2]. Recent theoretical advances [3] have predicted the existence of a new form of the Sm-Cα phase exhibiting INHP structures of less than four layers, whereas only commensurate repeat units of four layers or less have been observed. To distinguish these two Sm-Cα* phases, we will use Sm-Cα1 (Sm-Cα2) for the phase with INHP > 4 layers (INHP < 4 layers). Typically, measuring such a small length scale in orientationally ordered systems is limited to resonant x-ray scattering (RXS) [2] because the nanoscale structures are well beyond the diffraction limit in usual optical methods. By studying one unique compound, we establish the technique of using differential optical reflectivity (DOR) to determine the INHP. Moreover, our results lend strong support to the existence of the newly predicted Sm-Cα2 phase.

The physical origin of order in chiral liquid crystals has been ascribed to frustration between interactions that favor incompatible ground states [4]. In the well-characterized Sm-Cα1 phase, the INHP results from frustration arising from competition between nearest-neighbor (n.n.) F and next-nearest-neighbor (n.n.n.) AF interactions [5,6]. More specifically, the n.n. F interactions favor the Sm-C* structure, but the n.n.n. AF interactions favor a structure similar to the Sm-CαF2 phase [7]. In some compounds, the F interaction relieves this frustration on cooling through the Sm-Cα1-Sm-C* transition in which a possibly continuous evolution of the helical pitch occurs from the Sm-Cα1 (INHP ~ 10 layers) to the Sm-C* phase (pitch ~ 100 layers) [6,8,9]. In a different scenario, the n.n.n. AF interactions become greater with decreasing temperature, and the INHP decreases [2,6]. If the n.n interaction becomes AF and the n.n.n. one remains AF of comparable strength, a phenomenological model predicts that the competition between these two interactions produces a new phase (Sm-Cα2) with the INHP being less than four layers [3].

Presumably, a proper starting point in the search for the Sm-Cα2 phase would be to study a compound that exhibits a strong tendency toward n.n. AF ordering. Accordingly, we investigated the INHP structure in MHPOCBC, a compound exhibiting the phase sequence Sm-A(105.5 °C)Sm-Cα(99.5 °C)Sm-C*. The chemical structure of MHPOCBC is shown at the top of Fig. 1. The presence of the direct Sm-Cα-Sm-C* phase transition suggests that the n.n interaction may tend toward an AF nature in the Sm-Cα phase, which is the criterion for the existence of the Sm-Cα2 phase.

Previous optical experiments on the Sm-Cα1 phase supporting the INHP structure have included null-transmission ellipsometry (NTE) [10–12], DOR [6,12], and observations of free surfaces on droplets [13]. Difficulties in studying the INHP arise from the fact that the Sm-Cα phase is optically uniaxial in bulk, and so optical probes are insensitive to its structure. In freestanding films (FSFs), the surfaces are in general more ordered than the bulk and may exhibit a biaxial arrangement. The surfaces of FSFs in the Sm-Cα1 phase have been shown to have the same ψ in adjacent layers (synclinic) [6,11] or opposite ψ in adjacent layers (anticlinic) [6,10,12]
depending on the compound studied. Usually there exists a net polarization in the film due to the surface layers or an incomplete pitch, which allows the FSFs to be aligned by a small electric field. As the biaxial surfaces are linked to the INHP in the interior of the FSFs, DOR is sensitive to changes in the INHP through the biaxial surfaces. To determine the INHP and its temperature evolution using DOR, we require mainly (i) measurements of film thickness in number of layers \(N\) and (ii) an optical probe that is sensitive to rotation of biaxial structures, i.e., the surfaces of FSFs.

Our thickness measurement scheme [14] has been developed to provide measurements of \(N\) to within \(\pm 1\) layer for films up to \(N = 100\) and \(\pm 2\) layers for thicker films. To achieve this resolution in \(N\), two lasers with wavelengths of 6328 and 5435 Å are used to measure the reflectivity \(R\) of the film at up to six difference incident angles in the Sm-A phase. We simulate the resulting \(R\) versus incidence angle curves using the Sm-A layer spacing \(d\) and the ordinary index of refraction \(n_o\), obtained from our NTE system [10]. For \(N < 100\) layers, we can easily differentiate incremental differences of one layer as shown clearly in Fig. 1.

As in other polarization-analyzed optical techniques, such as NTE, DOR measures the sample’s effect on the polarization of light. In our DOR setup [6,14], incident 6328 Å HeNe laser light is polarized by a Glan-Thompson polarizer mounted on a rotatable stage. After being reflected off the FSF, the light is divided by a polarizing beam splitter into \(p\) and \(s\) polarizations, where \(p\) and \(s\) denote polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the incidence plane, respectively. The acquired signals are the difference, \(I_p - I_s\), and the sum, \(I_p + I_s\), of the intensities. The experiment is begun with the film in the uniaxial Sm-A phase. The Glan-Thompson polari-zer is rotated to yield \(I_p - I_s = 0\). We have found that the \(I_p - I_s\) signal is most sensitive to the optical properties of the FSF under these circumstances. Upon cooling and heating the film through the Sm-\(C_{a2}\) phase we recorded \(I_p - I_s\) and \(I_p + I_s\) with typical ramps of 10–100 mK/min. A small electric field \((E = 3 \text{ V/cm})\) was applied in the plane of the film to align the net polarization of the film.

In the INHP model of Sm-\(C_{a2}\), the structure is optically uniaxial, but as described above, the surfaces layers can provide a net biaxiality in FSFs. In addition, partial windings of the INHP also add biaxiality to the FSF. In general, the INHP is by definition not an integer number of smectic layers, but as it evolves with temperature, the INHP will pass through values in which the ratio of the number of interior layers to the INHP is an integer. In this case the biaxiality of the interior of the FSF will be minimized. More important to changes in biaxiality of the FSF is the rotation of the surface layers linked to the INHP [6,10,14] as the INHP evolves. The net result is that the biaxiality of the FSF will oscillate. Accordingly, the polarization of the reflected light will be altered, resulting in oscillations of the \(I_p - I_s\) signal. The number of oscillations increases linearly with \(N\), confirming that they are associated with changes to the interior of the FSF. Moreover, the linear variation of oscillations in \(I_p - I_s\) with \(N\) has a finite intercept [10], which allows us to determine approximately the total number of surface layers to be four.

To measure the INHP magnitude, DOR data are taken on a series of films with increments of one layer in thickness. The integer \(N\) in a film along with the capability to determine \(N\) allows us to use the smectic layer spacing as the benchmark for determining the INHP to within 0.5 layer. Data from MHPOCBC films with \(N = 47\) to \(N = 55\) are presented in Fig. 1. \(T_c\) is the Sm-A- Sm-\(C_{a2}\) transition temperature for MHPOCBC that was found from the \(I_p + I_s\) signal where the onset of interior layer tilt is observed as a decrease in optical thickness of the film. The values of \(I_p - I_s\) have been offset from each other for clarity.

One feature is that for some films, there is a substantial jump in \(I_p - I_s\) at \(T_c\), e.g., the \(N = 51\) film, while for

---

**FIG. 1.** The DOR signal versus \((T-T_c)\) for a series of films of MHPOCBC. Each temperature ramp was performed under the same direction of \(E\) in the plane of the film. Long upward arrows illustrate periodicities of the signal with \(N\) in the Sm-\(C_{a2}\) phase. The shorter arrows alternating in direction indicate the 2-layer periodicity of the data in the Sm-\(C_{a2}\) phase. At the top is the chemical structure of MHPOCBC.
others the change is much more subtle, e.g., the \( N = 52 \) film. As described above, the DOR signal is mostly sensitive to the orientation of the surface layers. The two surfaces are in a planar arrangement in the Sm-A phase [15,16], but may abruptly change to a nonplanar arrangement at \( T_c \) as the INHP goes to a finite value at \( T_c \). For some values of \( N \) the initial INHP value leads to nearly planar surface layers, but in some cases the two surfaces are not planar, and a jump in \( I_p - I_s \) occurs as the relative orientation of the surfaces changes at \( T_c \) [17].

By identifying a periodicity in the slope or the jump in \( I_p - I_s \), one can find the magnitude of the INHP directly below the Sm-A-Sm-C\(^{\alpha_2} \) transition. For example, the \( N = 51 \) and \( N = 54 \) films both show a similar jump in the \( I_p - I_s \) signal at \( T_c \), implying that the two surfaces are at the same relative orientation for both films. Accordingly, there has been one complete winding of the helix added between the \( N = 51 \) and \( N = 54 \) film, and thus the INHP is about three layers.

As the INHP changes with temperature, the relative orientation of the surface layers also changes. From the data the INHP can be determined because the orientation of the surfaces is related to whether \( I_p - I_s \) is at an extrema or somewhere in between. For instance, every time the signal is at a maximum, the two surfaces have the same relative orientation. By similar reasoning, the INHP can be determined at any temperature by identifying a periodicity in the slope of the \( I_p - I_s \) signal as a function of \( N \). Since \( N \) is quantized, the INHP is easily known to within \( 1/2 \) layer. In Fig. 1, arrows are drawn between DOR data with equivalent slopes from the \( N = 51 \) and \( N = 54 \) films and the \( N = 52 \) and \( N = 55 \) films, indicating an INHP of \( \approx 3 \) layers. Moreover, the arrow joining the \( N = 47 \) and \( N = 53 \) films indicates that the INHP is closer to 3 layers than to 2.5 or 3.5 layers. If the INHP were closer to 2.5 layers, the periodicity would appear between films differing in \( N \) by 5 layers.

At least two additional pieces of information can be gathered from the DOR data. First, the two-layer periodicity of the Sm-C\(^{\alpha} \) phase can be seen below the Sm-C\(^{\alpha_2} \)-Sm-C\(^{\alpha} \) transition in Fig. 1. In films of even \( N \) (e.g., \( N = 50 \)), there is a step down in the DOR signal at the Sm-C\(^{\alpha_2} \)-Sm-C\(^{\alpha} \) transition whereas in films of odd \( N \), e.g., \( N = 53 \), there is a step up in the signal. The data close to the transition are noisy and not reproducible, indicating a possible two-phase coexistence. Second, upon reversing the direction of \( E \), the DOR signal remains largely unchanged, indicating an AF response, associated with an antiferroelectric surface structure. For brevity, only data from one orientation of \( E \) are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The \( 4 \times 4 \) matrix method was used to simulate our data [18]. The solid lines in Fig. 2 are the simulation results. Three parameters, \( d \), \( n_o \), and the extraordinary index of refraction \( n_e \), used in the simulations were obtained from our NTE. For MHPOCBC \( d = 36.0 \pm 0.1 \) Å, \( n_o = 1.477 \pm 0.005 \), and \( n_e = 1.633 \pm 0.010 \). All the

![FIG. 2. DOR data (circles) acquired from \( N = 62 \), \( N = 163 \), and \( N = 221 \) MHPOCBC films while cooling at 80 mK/min with \( E = 3 \) V/cm in the plane of the film. Simulated results are shown as solid gray lines.](125502-3)
fit films of various thickness were roughly equivalent, and the data are representative of the over 12 films studied. Modeling the DOR data from the opposite direction of $E$ yields the same INHP evolution. In addition, the pitch of the Sm-$C_A^4$ phase obtained from our NTE is shown as stars in Fig. 3. This pitch is the combination of a basic 2-layer structure and an optical pitch with a length of $\approx 50$ layers.

By studying a liquid-crystal compound with a direct Sm-$C_{a2}^−$–Sm-$C_A^4$ transition, we have confirmed the existence of an INHP with a length of less than four layers as predicted by a recent theoretical model [3]. The INHP decreases in magnitude from $=3$ layers on cooling through the Sm-$C_{a2}^−$ phase. As discussed at the beginning of the paper, some systems with a direct Sm-$C_{a1}^−$–Sm-$C_A^4$ transition exhibit an INHP that evolves continuously into the longer pitch observed in the Sm-$C_A^4$. In that case the frustration was relieved by the n.n.n. AF interaction remaining small compared to the n.n. F interaction. In the case of the direct Sm-$C_{a2}^−$–Sm-$C_A^4$, the INHP decreases but does not continuously evolve into the 2-layer pitch in the Sm-$C_A^4$ phase. The irreproducibility of the data near this transition suggests a coexistence region and a first-order transition. One important question to be addressed experimentally is the following: are the Sm-$C_{a1}^−$ phase found in compounds with INHP $>4$ layers and the Sm-$C_{a2}^−$ with INHP $<4$ layers miscible; that is, are they the same type of phase? Such experimental work requires larger quantities of samples for studying various mixtures. In the phase diagram generated by the n.n. versus n.n.n. interaction strengths, these two phases are separated. The Sm-$C_{a2}^−$ phase is the result of competing n.n. AF and n.n.n. AF interactions. The INHP structure relieves the frustration. As the n.n.n. interaction strength becomes sufficiently weak, the theoretical model yields a stable 4-layer structure, e.g., the Sm-$C_{F2}^4$ phase, which has approximately n.n.n. AF coupling. The phase with a 4-layer structure separates two Sm-$C_A^4$ phases with pitch $>4$ layers and pitch $<4$ layers.

In conclusion, we have developed and refined a technique that allows the measurement of molecular orientational periodicities as small as $=10$ nm using visible laser light. The application of this technique to a chiral liquid-crystal compound has revealed an INHP of an unusually short length. This newly measured INHP adds further support to a theoretical model for describing molecular ordering in the chiral Sm-$C^+$ variant phases [3].
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[17] The $I_p + I_s$ data show no jump at the Sm-A-Sm-$C_{a2}^−$ transition. This agrees with previous heat capacity results that yield a continuous Sm-A-Sm-$C_{a2}^−$ transition in MHPOCBC. See R. Ema and H. Yao, Phys. Rev. E 57, 6677 (1998).